High-bandwidth networks are poised to provide new opportunities in tackling large data challenges in today's scientific applications. However, increasing the bandwidth is not sufficient by itself; we need careful evaluation of future high-bandwidth networks from the applications' perspective. We have investigated data transfer requirements of climate applications as a typical scientific example and evaluated how the scientific community can benefit from next generation high-bandwidth networks. We have experimented with current state-of-the-art data movement tools, and realized that there is no single solution for presetting transfer parameters for optimal use of the available bandwidth. Thus, we developed an adaptive transfer methodology for tuning and optimization in wide-area data transfers. This worked well with large files. However, typical scientific datasets may include many small files. Current filecentric data transfer protocols do not perform well with managing the transfer of small files, even when using parallel streams or concurrent transfers over high bandwidth networks. In order to overcome this problem, we develop a new block-based data movement method (in contrast to the current file-based methods) to improve data movement performance and efficiency in moving large scientific datasets that contain many small files. We implemented the new block-based data movement tool, which takes the approach of aggregating files into blocks and providing dynamic data channel management.
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In our work, we also realized that one of the major obstacles in use of high-bandwidth networks is the limitation in host system resources. 100Gbps is beyond the capacity of today's commodity machine, since we need substantial amount of processing power and involvement of multiple cores to fill a 40Gbps or 100Gbps network. As a result, host system performance plays an important role in the use of highbandwidth networks. We have conducted a large number of experiments with our new block-based method and with current available file-based data movement tools. In this white paper, we describe future research problems and challenges for efficient use of next-generation science networks, based on the lessons learnt and the experiences gained with 100Gbps network applications.
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Typical Problems: Experience with Climate Data
Climate data is one of the fastest growing scientific datasets, and it is shared/distributed among many research institutions around the world. As a result, the climate science community requires highperformance data movement. This application area, which has a mixture of some large files and many small files, presents a typical load scenario. Towards that goal, we have examined the ESG (Earth System Grid) infrastructure, and experimented with various cases of data movement scenarios that are common in the ESG environment. In addition to bulk transfers of climate datasets, we have also studied climate analysis application accessing a remote data repository.
Large bandwidth provided by today's networks requires careful protocol tuning and most importantly optimization of applications to efficiently use capacity of end-systems. One common approach is to use parallel streams, so multiple threads can work simultaneously to overcome the latency cost in the network, and provide fast disk access inside the end system. Another approach is to use concurrent transfers in which multiple transfer jobs cooperate to generate high throughput data transfer in order to fill the network pipe. In both cases, concurrent transfers and parallel streams, multiple sockets are used simultaneously. We have observed that the use of many TCP sockets oversubscribes the network and causes performance degradations. Another important drawback in increasing application level parallelism is that the end system resources are over provisioned. Application level parallelism results in unnecessary CPU load, contention in memory access, increase in context switches, and as a result starvation in system resources. Therefore, it is important to understand the effects these tuning parameters and find alternatives that minimize these effects in order to obtain high throughput data transfers.
In our evaluation of transfer optimization in wide-area 10Gbps networks, we found there is no single solution to find the optimum number of streams. To achieve high throughput, the number of multiple connections needs to be adjusted according to the latency and the available capacity of the underlying network environment. Predicting the network behavior and finding a good estimation for the level of parallelism usually rely on system probes and external measurements. Further, network conditions may change over time in a shared environment, and the estimated value may not reflect the most recent state of the system. Since network is dynamic and shared, we concluded that an adaptive approach is very suitable for wide-area data movements. In this approach, we gradually adjust transfer parameters for best achievable performance. As a result of this work, we have designed and implemented an adaptive transfer adjustment methodology to dynamically set optimum number of parallel streams. However, this approach works best with large files. When there are many files and those files are not large enough to take advantage of parallel streams, we need to transfer multiple files concurrently. Concurrent transfers help minimize effects of protocol overhead and overlap waiting times in data channels, but in this case, we usually use more than optimum number of streams to fill the network pipe. Furthermore, we increase the number of concurrent transfers to overcome filesystem overheads in reading and bookkeeping many files. The number of parallel operations increases unnecessarily, and as a result, this situation causes degradations in the overall performance. For that reason, real-life performance of transferring real datasets is far below than what we have observed in test results with large files in similar network configurations.
Moving Datasets with Many Files Efficiently
As mentioned above, an important challenge in dealing with climate data movement is the lots-of-smallfiles problem. Each climate dataset includes many files, relatively small in size. In addition to network optimization, data transfers require appropriate middleware for managing and transferring a large number of small files efficiently.
The standard file transfer protocol FTP establishes two network channels. The control channel is used for authentication, authorization, and sending control messages such as what file is to be transferred. The data channel is used for streaming the data to the remote site. The data channel stays idle while waiting for the next transfer command to be issued. In addition, establishing a new data channel for each file increases the latency between each file transfer. The latency between transfers adds up, and as a result, the overall transfer time increases and total throughput decreases. This problem becomes more drastic for long distance connections where round-trip-time is high.
Most of the end-to-end data transfer tools perform best with large data files. The state-of-the-art data movement tools require managing each file movement separately. As a result, dealing with many files imposes extra bookkeeping overhead, especially over high latency networks. The Globus Project also recognized the performance issues with small files, and added a number of features such as concurrent transfers, pipelining, and connection caching to their GridFTP tool to address this issue. When there are many files, multiple files are transferred concurrently in order to overlap waiting times in data channels and minimize effects of the bookkeeping overhead. However, many concurrent transfers impose extra cost in terms of system and network resources, and as explained before, may results in poor performance.
We developed a new approach, in which data movement is not file-centric, but is block-based. The idea is to combine files into a single stream on the fly. We have implemented a new block-based data movement tool based on this approach, and compared it with GridFTP in the ANI 100Gbps demo at SC11. In this tool, data files are aggregated and divided into simple data blocks. Blocks are tagged and streamed over the network. Each data block's tag includes information about the content inside. For example, regular file transfers can be accomplished by adding the file name and index in the tag header. Since there is no need to keep a separate control channel, it does not get affected by file sizes and small data requests. While testing, we achieved the same performance irrespective of file sizes, without compromising on the optimum usage of the available network-bandwidth.
In the ANI (Advanced Network Initiative) 100Gbps demo at SC11 (Supercomputing Conference, Nov. 2011), we used real data from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP). Since it includes many files, and the files sizes are relatively small compared to available bandwidth (e.g., 100MB for 10Gbps), we needed more than 16 concurrent transfers in GridFTP to reduce the effect of having small file sizes. We have observed better performance and efficiency with our new tool in transferring large datasets especially with many files.
Our first intention while designing this tool was to decouple disk and network IO operations; so, read/write threads can work independently. We wanted to have different parallelism levels in filesystem access and in network transfer operations. In order to do that, we have developed a memory cache managements system that is accessed in blocks. Data is read directly into these memory blocks. These memory blocks are logically mapped to the memory cache that resides in the remote site. It is responsibility of back-end threads to transmit blocks over the network. The memory cache is simply a circular buffer; and, its synchronization is accomplished based on the tag header that also includes a transaction id. Main concept in this design is that application processes interact with the memory blocks, and they do not deal with the network layer. The memory-mapped network access also provides the necessary architecture for zero-copy network operations. More details on the desirability of zero-copy protocols are given in Appendix A. Although our current implementation uses regular TCP sockets at the back-end, we plan to enhance this tool and add zero-copy capability in the future. In principle, our method can easily support zero-copy because it can avoid copying from application memory to kernel memory. We call this tool MemzNet, Memory-mapped Zero-copy Network channel. More details on MemzNet's architecture are given in Section 4.
The following figure from the SC11 demo environment provides a glimpse into the performance of our new tool. Figure 1 shows early test results with GridFTP, and with our tool. The second part in the graph is with our new tool, and it gives steady performance. The first part is with GridFTP (using concurrent transfers); where the throughput value fluctuates over time. We used our tool in the SC11 demo and we were able to get 83Gbps total throughput in the ANI 100Gbps connection from NERSC (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center) to ANL (Argonne National Laboratory). The demo configuration consisted of multiple hosts at each end, and each host has only one 10Gbps NIC (Network Interface Card) connected to the network. The maximum achievable throughput in this environment (with memory to memory iperf transfers) was also 83Gbps. In our demo, data files were read from a GPFS system, which could provide 120Gbps read performance.
After the SC11 demo, we have continued our evaluation in the 100Gbps ANI testbed. In Figure2, two hosts, one at NERSC and one at ANL, were used from the ANI 100Gbps testbed. Each host is connected with four 10Gbps NICs. Total throughput is 40Gbps between two hosts. We did not have access to a high performance file system in the ANI 100Gbps test-bed; therefore, we simulate the effect of file sizes by creating a memory file system (tmpfs with a size of 20G). We created files with various sizes (i.e., 10M, 100M, 1G) and transferred those files continuously while measuring the performance. In both MemzNet and GridFTP experiments, TCP buffer size is set to 50MB in order to get best throughput. The pipelining feature was enabled in GridFTP. A long file list (repeating file names that are in the memory filesystem) is given as input. Figure 2 shows performance results with 10MB files. We initiated four server applications at ANL node (each running on a separate NIC), and four client applications at NERSC node. In the GridFTP tests, we tried both 16 and 32 concurrent streams (-cc option). Our new tool was able to achieve 37Gbps of throughput, while GridFTP was not able achieve more than 33Gbps.
Performance Effects on the Servers
For the SC11 demo, we have developed a simple performance module embedded in our tool to interactively monitor the amount of data sent/received over the network. In the demo configuration, each host is connected with a 10Gbps NIC. An important problem we have observed was that some hosts were able to have almost 10Gbps throughput, but some hosts were only able to achieve less than half of that and their instant throughput usage fluctuates a lot. In a normal case, total bandwidth should be distributed equally among each connection. This unusual situation became more apparent when the number of network streams and the number of hosts connecting were increased. With UDP we were able to saturate the network but still seeing many packages lost. There was a big variance in bandwidth usage among We also observed an increase in the number SACK recovery in the hosts in which throughput usage fluctuates a lot. This problem has been resolved when the 100Gbps aggregator switch, a Juniper 4500, has been removed from the configuration. Balancing the load across multiple 10G circuits was a problem. We think that the aggregator switch was delaying some packages and that situation was causing problems when the host network stack is trying to adjust TCP data flow. Later, we did not have a chance to make further experiments in the SC11 demo systems. But, this first hands-on experience with a 100Gbps network, lead us to investigate further and analyze end-to-end data movements with more details. After that, there have been several updates/fixes in the network configuration based on this experience. We continued our experiments in the ANI 100Gbps testbed where we could finally get 100Gbps throughput. This prompted us to look into network performance issues and the effects of host systems' resource utilization.
We continued our performance analysis in the ANI testbed environment; we have three hosts at each end, and each host has four 10Gbps network cards. In order to achieve100Gbps throughput, we needed fine host tuning. We have observed that the host system performance can easily be the bottleneck. This prompted us to look into the host systems resource utilization.
First, we have studied application profiling including memory usage, number of context switches, time spent waiting for I/O completion, user and system time, call graph of system calls, time spent in each user operation. After several experiments, we concluded that collecting performance metrics values directly from host system gives better and more useful results. We have collected monitoring data from Linux subsystems (CPU, memory, IO) in real time, when data movement operations are performed. Our initial evaluation is that multiple NICs and concurrent transfers increase the context switch time, system CPU usage, number of interrupts and system load, both in the server and client sides for an end-to-end data movement. In our experiments, we start the data transfer operation with different parameters and let it run for 5 minutes. While transfer is active, we collect system wide performance metrics and compare those results with the total throughput achieved. Performance metrics are collected both in the client and server sides. We test the effect of parallel streams for memory-to-memory transfers. In concurrent transfers, we start multiple transfer applications at the same time with single stream each. Also, we set the TCP buffer manually (we observed best performance with 50M in the testbed environment) to see how it affects throughput and system wide performance metrics.
Furthermore, we simulate the affect of having many files by creating a memory file system (tmpfs with a size of 20G) in each host. We created files with various sizes (i.e., 10M, 100M, 1G) and transferred those files continuously while measuring the performance. At present, those tests are intended to compare performance of our new tool with GridFTP. We believe that we developed a useful methodology to analyze host system performance issues in data movement operations. We would like to extend our experiments; our current tests include only GridFTP and MemzNet transfers. Figure 3 shows the interface traffic, packages per second (blue) and bytes per second, when a single NIC (eth2 in this case) at each end is used. The GridFTP is used for memory-to-memory (/dev/zero to /dev/null) transfers over a 10Gbps connection. We set the number of parallel streams, and run the data transfer operation for 5 minutes. Each peak in these graphs represents a different test with different number of parallel streams. We tested transfers with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 parallel streams. Figure 4 shows interface traffic when all four NICs were used. The maximum achievable bandwidth was 40Gbps in this test. As we increased the number of parallel streams, we observed that the total throughput dropped, as can be seen in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows the total throughput when three hosts and a total of 10 NIC pairs were used. The maximum available bandwidth was 100Gbps. The maximum throughput was achieved with four streams. Even when TCP buffer was set properly, we observed that performance dropped after 4 parallel streams, as shown in Figure 7 . Figure 9 shows CPU utilization for the memory-to-memory concurrent transfers. We initiated multiple data movement jobs (each uses a single stream) at the same time. Each peak in these graphs represents a different test with different number of concurrent operations. As can be seen in Figure 10 (concurrent transfers), the interface traffic shows different characteristics as compared to Figure 4 (parallel streams). Figure 11 shows interrupts per second, and Figure 12 shows the number of context switches per second. In these tests, three hosts and 10 NIC pairs were used; the maximum achievable bandwidth was 100Gbs.
Measurements in the ANI 100Gbps Testbed
Hence we conclude that parallel streams and concurrent transfers have different effects if more than one NIC is involved. The total throughput drops as we increase the number of parallel streams. However, we do not see the same affect with concurrent transfers, though logically the number of sockets used is the same (parallel streams and concurrent transfers use multiple TCP sockets). Even though the CPU utilization is similar, concurrent streams perform better in most cases, as shown in Figure 8 . On the other hand, context switches increases as concurrency level increases.
When we collect traffic information from the interface, we can see the effect of multiple streams clearly; with single stream and TCP buffer set, we see a steady performance peak, usually the best possible throughput value. Setting up the TCP buffer precisely also slightly reduces context switching.
When we set the interrupt affinity (each NIC is assigned to separate core, instead of sending all NIC interrupts to a single core), we observed increased CPU usage and increased context switches.
With these results, it seems evident that using 100Gpbs efficiently is a feasible goal for the future, but careful evaluation is necessary to avoid host system bottlenecks. We still lack a good understanding of how host performance affects the overall bandwidth usage.
MemzNet (Memory-mapped Zero-copy Network Channel)
In addition to experiments with file-centric state-of-the-art transfer tools such as GridFTP, we have also tested our new tool that aggregates files into blocks. We have evaluated its performance in 100Gbps demo and tests, and we observed better efficiency with this tool in transferring large datasets with many small files. This tool introduces a different concept. We call it memory-mapped zero-copy network channel (memZnet). Here, we briefly explain its architecture.
The architecture of MemzNet consists of two layers: a front-end and a back-end. Each layer works independently so that we can tune each layer separately. Transmitting data over the network is logically separated from the reading/writing of data blocks. Having separate front-end and back-end components has other benefits -we are able to have different parallelism levels in each layer. Those layers are tied to each other with a block-based pre-allocated memory cache, implemented as a set of shared memory blocks. In the server, the front-end is responsible for the preparation of data, and the back-end is responsible for the sending of data over the network. On the client side, the back-end component receives data blocks and feeds the memory cache, so the corresponding front-end can get and process data blocks. These memory caches are logically mapped between client and server. Figure 13 gives the overall idea behind MemzNet.
MemzNet introduces dynamic data channel management and asynchronous movement of data blocks. In file-transfers, the front-end component requests a contiguous set of memory blocks. Once they are filled with data read from the filesystem, those blocks are released, so that the back-end component can retrieve and transmit the blocks over the network. Data blocks include content information, i.e. file-id, offset and size. Therefore, there is no need for further communication between client and server in order to initiate file transfers. The memory management layer helps to send the data in large chunks when it is ready. A single stream is sufficient to fill up the network pipe. This is analogous in concept to on-the-fly 'tar' approach bundling and sending many files together.
Moreover, the data blocks can be received and sent out-of-order and asynchronously. Since we do not use a control channel for bookkeeping, all communication is mainly over a single data channel, over a fixed port. Bookkeeping information is embedded inside each block. This has some benefits for ease of firewall traversal over wide-area also. Besides, we can increase/decrease the number of parallel streams (if necessary) without the need to setup a connection channel, since each block includes its bookkeeping information.
In our new tool, every block includes its own metadata, and connection management is dynamic. Different from other file transfer protocols, there is almost no cost for changing the number of parallel streams; hence, it perfectly matches adaptive parameter tuning.
Although we tested MemzNet only for file transfers, the concept can also be extended to build efficient end-to-end communication channel for general network applications. We plan to enhance our implementation and encapsulate MemzNet's components as a library that can be used as a plug-in or a driver by external tools and applications. These libraries can be used to deliver streaming over the network for remote data analysis. We would like to test it for remote data access and with real data analysis applications. Finally, we plan to package this software as a production tool for general use.
Open Problems in End-to-end Transfers
Considering that the bandwidth will continue to increase but latency will still be the same, the nextgeneration high-bandwidth networks need to be evaluated carefully from the applications perspective. We believe that the next-generation 40Gbps/100Gbps will enforce new designs and enhancements in network applications. The research questions we would like to investigate can be classified as follows: The effect of tuning parameters: We would like to understand the effects of tuning parameters in highperformance data transfers. With single stream and TCP buffer precisely set, we see a steady performance peak, usually the best possible throughput value. However, in real life, there will be many users at one point of time; hence, many streams will be used simultaneously. Our tests show that the total throughput decreases as the number of streams increases. We would like to examine how parallel streams, concurrent transfers, and TCP tuning affect network performance. We want to understand how to enhance network performance and make data movement more efficient in the application domain, without low-level changes in the network stack.
The effect of host performance: From our test results, we noticed that intensive tuning and optimizations are required to achieve 100Gbps performance. We observed that the host system performance could easily be the bottleneck. We still lack a thorough understanding of how host performance affects the overall bandwidth usage. We would like to explore the effects of resource utilization on the overall network performance. It is also important to identify bottleneck in current transfer protocols. Besides, the understanding of host performance issues will help design new communication frameworks and tune future network applications.
The effect of multiple streams on the host systems: We observed that parallel streams and concurrent transfers have different performance results and different effects on the host systems if more than one NIC is involved. The number of context switches increases as concurrency level increases. Another important parameter is the interrupt handling. We would like to investigate how parallel streams and concurrent transfer affect resource utilization in servers.
The effect of multiple NICs and multiple cores: Multiple NICs and multiple cores are involved in 40Gbps or 100Gbps data movements. Therefore, we need to understand the effects of using multiple NICs in multi-core environments. In our initial tests, we observed that setting the interrupt affinity properly increases network performance and also decreases the load in the host systems, by reducing the number of context switches and CPU usage. Analyzing performance statistics from the host systems will help us see the effects of using tuning parameters and multiple NIC cards in an end-to-end data transfer. Transfer tools and network applications should take multiple NICs and multiple cores into consideration, in order to adapt and benefit from high-bandwidth networks efficiently.
The effect of the application design: Another important aspect is whether we need enhancements in network applications to scale to the next generation high-bandwidth networks. It is likely that we may need radical changes in the current middleware tools to take advantage of future networking frameworks. MemzNet is an example specifically designed for high throughput data movements. We would like to explore what types of enhancements are necessary in network applications to take advantage of highbandwidth networks.
We think that we need intelligent application designs that support high throughout network operations and efficient resource utilization in the host systems, and better system management in servers for automated tuning and optimization for high performance network access.
Besides, if new communication frameworks are developed in the future in order to support ongoing efforts to improve the networking stack, we want to identify important steps from application's perspective (explained briefly in Appendix A).
